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CORPORATE BONDS
Corporate bonds are debt obligations issued by corporations to fund
capital improvements, expansions, debt refinancing, or acquisitions. The
size and scope of the overall market for corporate bonds is robust.
Investors in corporate bonds have a wide range of choices when it
comes to bond structures, coupon rates, maturity dates, credit quality,
and industry exposure.
Unlike equities, ownership of corporate bonds does not signify an ownership interest in the company that has issued the bond. Instead, the
company pays the investor a rate of interest over a period of time and
repays the principal at the maturity date established at the time of the
bond’s issue. An owner of a corporate bond is a lender to the company
who issued the debt.
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Debt instruments of corporations rank in seniority in terms of the company’s capital structure. Most corporate bonds
that are widely traded are unsecured (either senior or subordinated). In the case of a corporate default, the table below
illustrates which order any claims would be paid.

Lowest Risk

Bank Debt
Corporate Bonds
Convertible Securities
Preferred Securities
Equity

Highest Safety
of Principal

Application of Losses

Highest Risk

Priority of Payment Liquidation

Corporate Capital Structure

Lowest Safety
of Principal

Main Types of Corporate Bonds
The various types of corporate bonds offer different risk levels, as well as varying yields and payment schedules.

Fixed vs. Floating Rate

Two of the most common types of bonds are fixed rate bonds and floating rate notes. Fixed rate corporate bonds
are typically structured to pay out regular coupons until maturity, at which time the par value is also paid back to the
investor. Conversely, floating rate notes are generally indexed to a floating interest rate, set one period at a time, at the
beginning of each coupon period or other variable rate structures.
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CORPORATE BONDS
Investment Grade vs. Non-Investment Grade
(High Yield)
Corporate bonds are categorized either as investmentgrade or non-investment grade. Non-investment grade
bonds are also called high-yield bonds, or “junk bonds”.
When a company’s debt is rated BB+ or below by S&P or
the equivalent by another ratings agency, the bonds
would be considered “high-yield”.
While high-yield bonds generally do pay considerably
higher yields than U.S. Treasuries and investment-grade
corporates, they also contain a higher amount of credit
risk. Volatility and price fluctuations tend to be more
pronounced in high-yield or “junk” bonds as the market
for them is much smaller and fewer large institutions
make markets in these securities.

ratings to bonds include Standard & Poor’s (S&P) and
Moody’s Investors Service.
Generally, the higher the rating an issuer’s bonds are as
signed, the lower probability of default by said issuer as
determined by the rating agency. Ratings for a particular
bond issuer may change over time as circumstances with
each issuer change. The following table shows the credit
ratings for S&P and Moody’s from highest to lowest.

Credit Ratings Table
S&P

Convertible Bonds
Some bonds include “convertible” features which permit
the bondholder, under certain conditions, to convert
bonds into equity according to a conversion ratio
specified in the bond indenture. Convertible bonds are
sometimes simply called “convertibles”. Convertibility
features benefit the investor and generally permit the
issuer to pay less yield on the bond via inclusion of this
benefit in the contract.

Features and Benefits
Credit Quality/Ratings: Credit rating agencies play a
critical role in helping the investment community gauge
the riskiness of corporate bonds. Ratings from these
agencies provide an immediate sense of the credit and
re-payment risk associated with a bond issuance. The two
largest credit ratings agencies that assign credit (default)

Description

INVESTMENT GRADE

Zero-Coupon
Some corporate debt can be zero-coupons that the investor purchases at a discount to face value and receives
back at face value – the bond’s only cash flow being the
payment at maturity. The difference between the
purchase price and the face value represents the interest
earnings on the bond.
Callable
Bonds can contain call provisions that allow the company
to repay the debt before maturity at par value or par
value plus an additional amount. Call provisions benefit
the issuer and such provisions may require the issuer to
pay extra yield to compensate investors for the inclusion
of this issuer benefit.

Moody’s

AAA

Aaa

AA

Aa

A

A

BBB

Baa

Prime
High Grade
Lower Medium Grade

NON-INVESTMENT GRADE (HIGH YIELD)
BB

Ba

Non-Investment Grade

B

B

Highly Speculative

CCC

Caa

CC

Ca

C

C

D

/

Substantial Risk;
Default Imminent
In Default

Higher Yields than Treasuries: U.S. corporate bonds

generally provide higher yields than U.S. Treasuries
providing investors with the opportunity to earn more
interest income. The increased yield typically comes at the
cost of increased credit risk and other risks associated
with corporate securities, therefore, investors should
carefully consider whether the yield is properly balanced
against the risk.

Predictable Income: Corporate bonds typically pay

semi-annual coupons until maturity, then the par value at
maturity. The predictable schedule of payments helps
investors build regular income streams into their investment portfolio.

Diversification: The sheer range of corporate bonds

available to investors differentiated by industry, bond
structure, collateralization, maturities, yields, and other
features described earlier, provides investors with a great
array of possibilities for constructing a diversified fixed-
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income portfolio. While some corporate bonds have
redemption or call features which can affect the maturity
date, most are loosely categorized into the following
maturity ranges:
• Short-Term Notes (0 to 5 years)

driver of how much yield relative to the rest of the bond
market that the security pays to investors to assume this
risk. This may be particularly significant for high yield or
“junk” bonds. Credit risk may increase or decrease over
time due to changes in any or all of the risk variables.

Pre-Payment Risk and Re-investment Risk:

• Medium-Term Notes (5 to 12 years)
• Long-Term Bonds (greater than 12 years)

Marketability: Corporate bonds are traded in the

secondary market. Generally, high quality issuances from
large companies are most liquid and can be sold through
a bank or broker before a bond’s maturity. This liquidity
provides an investor additional flexibility in managing a
portfolio of investments. Certain corporate bonds could
be less liquid than others.

Buying and Selling Corporate Bonds
Generally, corporate bonds are traded OTC (Over The
Counter) between dealers. Dealers usually consummate
trades via the telephone or electronic trading platforms.
Because some issues can be “thinly traded” if they are
small in size or only a few dealers may be providing
secondary markets, information about pricing can be hard
to obtain. To help investors, FINRA (Financial Industry
Regulatory Authority) has made available data from
trades occurring in the market on their website using the
TRACE reporting facility.
See http://finra-markets.morningstar.com/MarketData/
for more information.

Potential Risks
Investors should be well aware of the risks associated with
corporate bond investments. Certain risks are outlined
below but you should consult the offering documents of
a particular issuance for a more detailed discussion of
applicable risks.

Credit Risk: Corporate bonds are backed by the finan-

cial health of the issuing company. If the company
defaults, the investor may lose all future interest
payments as well as the return of principal, though, as
discussed earlier, in the event of default, an investor’s
position may be protected, in part, by seniority in the
capital structure or collateral specifically pledged to the
bondholders. Credit risk is typically the dominant risk
associated with corporate bond investments and the key

As previously discussed, some corporate bonds include
call features that permit the issuing company to call back
bonds before maturity. Typically, a company would do
this if interest rates have fallen in order to re-issue new
debt at a lower rate. Therefore, if debt is called, it likely
means the investor will need to consider how to re-invest
the returned capital in a lower interest rate environment.
The investor bears the risk that he or she will not be able
to find an equally attractive investment target.

Interest Rate Risk: The value of bonds will generally
fall if interest rates rise, and the value will generally rise if
interest rates fall. No one can predict whether interest
rates will rise or fall in the future.

Liquidity Risk: Some kinds of corporate bonds –
especially the more specialized and risky issuances – can
be quite illiquid. Generally, smaller company issuances
and subordinated issuances will be less liquid than the
higher quality, senior issuances. If a bond is illiquid in the
secondary market, the investor may not be able to easily
sell a bond to raise cash if circumstances required it.

Event Risk: This is the risk the value of a bond will

decrease due to specific events which arise and hamper a
company’s ability to service its debt obligations. This
exposes investors to greater risk and, possibly, lower bond
valuations. Examples of event risk: a corporate take-over
of the issuing company, a natural disaster impacting a
company’s core operations, a terrorist attack seriously
undermining a company’s customer base, or a key
technology innovation making a company’s products
obsolete.

Market Risk: This is the risk the bond may be worth

more or less at any point in time than what the investor
paid due to changes in market interest rates. Duration is a
key metric indicating a bond price’s sensitivity to interest
rate changes, and therefore, a way to gauge the degree of
market risk inherent in a bond position. Generally, bonds
with longer maturities tend to have a higher duration than
bonds with shorter maturities. Additionally, lower-coupon
bonds tend to have higher duration than higher-coupon
bonds.
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NEXT STEPS
To learn more about corporate bonds, contact your financial professional who can
answer questions and provide access to current offerings, as well as assist you in
structuring a portfolio that meets your individual investment goals and risk tolerance.

The information contained herein is derived from sources believed accurate but not guaranteed. Prices, yields
and availability will change with market movement. Your yield may differ if bonds are sold before maturity.
Product credit ratings may change over time without notice. We do not pass on the suitability of any security
for any client or party. Asset backed securities have average lives that will move over time with changes in
interest rates. AAM and/or its employees may own or make a market in the securities referred to herein. Neither
AAM nor its representatives do not provide tax advice. Laws applicable to tax-related investment strategies can
be complex and are subject to change. You should consult your own tax advisor before making any tax-related
investment decisions. Review offering documents for tax information for specific products before making
investment decisions.
Not FDIC Insured - Not Bank Guaranteed - May Lose Value. This report is provided for
information purposes only and does not pertain to any security product or service and
is not an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any product or service.

Advisors Asset Management, Inc. is a SEC Registered Investment Advisor and member FINRA/SIPC
18925 Base Camp Road | Monument, CO 80132 | (888) 969-2663 | CRN: 2020-0610-8368R (Link: 6544R)
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